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(ABSTRACT)

Optimal midcourse guidance is examined for an air~to·air missile featuring

boost·coast·sustain propulsion. A vertical plane, point-mass model is studied

with load factor as a control variable. Time·range-energy optimal trajectories are

W
computed, open-loop, via the usual necessary conditions and a multiple·shooting

algorithm. A requirement on terminal velocity magnitude is examined for its ef-

? fect on tiring range.

Next, a study of the optimal midcourse guidance problem with reduced·order

models is presented. The models under study, in addition to the point·mass

model, are:

· Singularly perturbed model with y as fast variable;

· Point mass model with approximation of the induced·drag;

· Energy model.

One of the major results in this study is that the reduced-order models are not

accurate enough to approximate the optimal trajectories and so are of limited use

as reference trajectories in an on·board scheme. Thus, optimal trajectories, com-

puted by using the point·mass model, are selected as the reference trajectories for

a closed-loop guidance scheme.



Finally, an approach to on·board real-time calculations for an optimal guidance

approximation is derived. Extremal fields and neighboring extremal theory ideas

are used together with pre·calculated Euler solutions to construct a closed-loop

guidance algorithm. The method is applied to the midcourse guidance of an air-

to·air missile and was found to perform quite well.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The problem of intercepting a moving target has a long history. In the first

known study (1732) the Hound-Hare Curve, best known as the Pure Pursuit

guidance, was presented by Bouguer, a French scientist in the Royal Academy

of Science. Bouguer formulated the problem as a pursuit·evasion game for two

‘ ships, where the evading ship sails on a straight line and the pursuing (pirate’s)

one employs a pure pursuit guidance strategy. From this beginning until War

World II the guidance problem was studied, mainly with a mathematical interest.

I)uring WWII there was a great interest in guidance schemes and several impor-

tant guidance techniques were developed. Among these were several variations

of pure pursuit, command to line of sight, collision course and the well known

proportional navigation [I]. Proportional navigation guidance was developed

during WWII in the U.S. by Yuan [2], Newell [3] and Spitz [4]. Murtaugh and

Criel [5] in their study closed the classic approach era to proportional navigation

and guidance in general. Since then, most of the research effort have been aimed
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towards the investigation of the optimal guidance problem; Kishi [6], Bryson

[7-8], Kreindler [9], [10-1 1] and many other have published in this area.

Today, almost all operational short range air-to-air missiles use proportional

navigation guidance or one of its moditications to accomplish the intercept. Most

other missiles employ these schemes at the terminal phase. Some missiles cur-

rently under research and development employ more advanced guidance laws

based on optimal control theory.

In medium and long range intercepts the guidance is usually divided into two

principal phases: midcourse phase and a terminal guidance phase. The midcourse

phase starts just after launch and ends after seeker lock·on is realized, then, the

terminal phase starts. As noted above, proportional navigation is usually used

during the end game.

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the midcourse optimal

guidance problem. Much of the recent work has focused on reduced·order mod-

els with an objective of synthesizing near-optimal closed·loop midcourse guid-

' ance laws. Cheng and Gupta [12], employ singular perturbation theory and

engineering approximations to derive an "Advanced Midcourse Guidance for

Air-to·Air Missiles". The performance of this guidance law is compared to an

existing linear-optimal guidance scheme and to a proportional navigation guid-

ance. It is not compared to an exact solution for an optimal guidance problem.

Menon and Briggs [13] address the same problem. They use singular perturbation

theory to get order reduction to the energy model, and based on this model they

derive an on·board midcourse guidance law. Ref. [14] reports a study of
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midcourse guidance including logic for re-starting a pulse-rocket motor. Again

singular perturbation theory and engineering approximations allow order

reduction.Based on this model an on-board midcourse guidance law and ignition

control logic are derived, and a performance comparison between the optimally

ignited boost·coast-sustain motor and a boost·sustain motor is presented. In all
I

of these studies [l2·l4] the optimal solutions for the point-mass (’exact’) model

are not presented and hence there no ’bench mark' for comparing the near-

optimal solutions. .

This was a key motivation for the work presented here. A major purpose of this

work is to study the optimal midcourse guidance problem with the point-mass

model of medium and long range missiles featuring boost-coast·sustain propul-

sion. We are also interested in formulating on-board near·optimal guidance

schemes.

In the study of medium and long range intercepts the range performance of the

missile is a key issue [15]. More specifically, one is interested in the family of

maximum·range trajectories parameterized by time·of-flight and by final energy

(range·time-energy problem). Although the problem of best-range guidance has

a long history [I6-17], results for point-mass modelled vertical plane motions of

missiles are not found in the literature (except for Ref. [15] that was done as part

of this work). The best·range guidance problem is a typical optimization problem

and may be ’solved’ via, Pontryagin's Minimum Principle [18] approach, which

leads to a two·point·boundary·va1ue problem (TPBVP). These are very delicate

numerical problems. In the usual approach one implements a version of
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Newton’s method which requires that one provide initial estimates for all de-

pendent variables (states and co-states) for certain values of the independent

variable. In many cases the domain of attraction for the solution point is quite

small.

The solution to an optimal control problem is commonly found in an open-loop

form. On·board real-time guidance generally requires the optimal solution to be

expressed in closed·loop form. Optimal feedback guidance approximations may

be obtained by employing singular perturbation and/or neighboring extremal

ideas. A brief review of reduced-order modelling and neighboring optimal tech-

niques is the objective of the following paragraphs.
I

From the beginning of optimal flight studies, there has been great interest in

approximations featuring simpliüed vehicle models. Reduced-order modelling is

very attractive to the analyst in solving optimal control problems. lt is motivated

by the considerable difficulties encountered in computing optimal trajectories

with the detailed system model and by the possible use in the synthesis of near-

optimal closed-loop control laws. As indicated before, an application of the

Minimum Principle leads to a TPBVP involving several unknown parameters. A

reduction in system order decreases the number of unknown parameters and as

a result simplifies the numerical computations.
’

Such a reduction in system order can be obtained via singular perturbation

techniques [19]. This approach takes advantage of the time-scale separation of

the state variables, by separating the dynamics into fast and slow modes with

corresponding 'inner' and ’outer’ solutions. The solution of the reduced-order
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system is modified near one or both end-points by a ’boundary·layer’ correction,

_ also calculated via a system of differential equations of lower order than that of

the original system. Such corrections may also be needed at ’turning-points’,

internal to the interval of interest.

In recent years singular perturbation techniques have been extensively used in

optimization problems and in particular in flight optimization [l0,l2—l4,20·43].

The concept of singular perturbation techniques in problems of flight and trajec-

tory optimization was introduced by Kelley [20-26] and applied in different for-

mulations by Breakwell [27-28], Ardema [29-32], Calise [33-37], Shinar [38-40]

and many others. The earliest and most well·known approximation in flight op-

timization is that of the energy-state. The energy model began as an ad hoc ap-

proximation [44-46] and found a theoretical basis in singular perturbation theory

by Kelley [20-26].

The problem of guidance in the neighborhood of an optimal nominal trajectory

has been studied by Kelley [47] who developed a procedure for synthesizing linear

feedback for optimal guidance. Similar approach to neighboring optimal control

was also presented by Breakwell and Bryson [48]. In Ref. [49] Kelley introduced

higher order feedback approximations. Techniques to improve the convergence in

neighboring optimum guidance are presented by Powers in Ref. [50]. The basic

idea there is to use a min-distance norm to modify the lookup parameter (index).

An approach to intercept on-board calculations which employs Euler solutions

for point-mass vehicle model but makes use of singular-perturbation theory

ideas in terms of hierarchical trajectory-family structure were sketched by Kelley
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and Well [5l] and was implemented by Weston [52] and Visser [53]. With this

background, it is the goal of this work to explore the optimal and on-board

near-optimal midcourse guidance for the class of medium and long range missiles.

First, an optimal midcourse guidance is examined for an air-to·air missile fea-

turing boost·coast-sustain propulsion. A vertical plane, point-mass model is

studied with load factor as a control variable and coast time as a parameter. The

basic problem considered here is to find the load-factor history and coast time

to maximize the final range for given final time and final energy. Time-range-

energy optimal trajectories are computed, open—loop, via the usual necessary

_ conditions and a multiple·shooting computational approach [54]. A requirement

on terminal velocity magnitude is examined for its effect on firing range.

Next, we study of the optimal midcourse guidance problem with several

reduced-order models such as:

· Singular perturbation with y as fast variable; -

· Point mass model with approximation of the induced·drag;

· Energy model. °

Optimal trajectories, computed with these models and the point·mass model, are

compared.

Finally, a new approach, to on-board real·time calculations for midcourse near-

optimal guidance, is derived. Extremal fields and neighboring extremals theory

ideas are used together with pre-calculated Euler solutions and feedback gains to

establish a closed-loop guidance scheme. First, the scheme is derived for a fixed

(specified) final time case, next, its validity is extended to incorporate final time
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perturbations. The optimal reference trajectories (nominal) and the closed-loop

gains are obtained using the point-mass model. The indexing is done in terms of

current time, but final time changes are allowed. This approach assumes that at

certain time intervals, the predicted intercept point is computed, and then used

as new terminal condition for the missile. lt is also assumed that a terminal

guidance law such as proportional navigation or more advanced guidance scheme

is employed by the missile to accomplish the end game. The scheme is applied

to two-dimensional midcourse optimal guidance of an air-to-air missile featuring

boost—coast·sustain propulsion.

The following chapters are organized accordingly. In chapter 2 the equations of

motion for the point-mass model are presented and the optimal control problem

is formulated. Chapter 3 contains a derivation of the necessary conditions via,

Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle and extremal trajectories are obtained using the

point-mass missile model with the multiple-shooting numerical approach. The

reduced·order models are described and studied in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we

consider the near·optimal guidance. An approach to on~board real-time calcu-

lations for an optimal guidance approximation is derived and examined via nu-

merical simulations. Summary, concluding remarks and recommendations for

further study are drawn in chapter 6. The appendix presents aerodynamic and

propulsive modelling for our missile-example.
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”
Chapter 2: Problem Formulation

In this chapter system equations for the point·mass model of a missile’s motions

in the vertical·plane are presented. Next, the optimal control problem is formu-

lated as a range performance problem.

2.1 System Model

ln general we consider the following nonlinear system:

Ä’=f(X•

Usina time interval [t,, 9] with the initial conditions X(t,) = X, , a target set

X(9) 6 (-9, and a control constraint set U(t) 6 Q .

In our missi1e·example we have:

X = [x, h, y, E]T and U = n ; (2.2)
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In these equations x is range , h is altitude , y is the usual path·angle to the

horizontal , E is the speciiic·energy and n is the load-factor.

The point-mass equations for the vertical-plane motions are described by:

x = Vcos y (2.3)

E = lf- (r - 0) (2 4).

zi = vsiii y (2.5)

. 8y = T; (rz — cos y) (2.6)

The energy is the sum of potential and kinetic energy. lt is introduced to replace

the speed V as a state variable, hence, the symbol V denotes the velocity and is

given by:

V = ,/2g(E - h) (2.7)

This replacement of variables was first introduced by Kaiser [44], the common

reason for this change is to obtain a better separation in time scales of the vari-

ables; E is relatively slow vaxying variable compared with either V or h . It is

clear that system's characteristics are not changed with this choice of variables.

The aerodynamic and propulsive modelling (functions T and D) are detailed in

the appendix. Here we note the functional dependence, viz:

T= T(:,h) (2.8)
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and

D = D(h,E,n). (2.9)

The propulsion is of boost-coast·sustain type, thus the explicit dependence on

time. The thrust is shown as a function of time in Figure A in the appendix. Note

that since the thrust history is specified, the weight [ W(t) ] is also a specified

function of time.

The control variable in system’s model is the load-factor [n] and is limited by the

following two constraints:

Structural limit: -

In! s n„,,, (2.10)

Aerodynamic limit:

.. S|¤| S CL „„„(M)<1 -,,7 E ¤1.(E•h) (2-1 1)

2.2 Problem Formulation

The general optimal control problem to be considered is to minimize a perform-

ance index with a control vector function U(t) 6 Q and with the produced trajec·

tory X(t) that satisfies the initial conditions X, and the target set X(q) 6 (9,.

As already indicated, in the study of long range intercept the range performance

of the missile is a key issue (see [I5] for example). More specifically, one is in-
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terested in the family of maximum-range trajectories parameterized by time·of·

flight and by final energy (range-time·energy problem).

Hence, the problem considered here is to find the load·factor history [n( • )] and

a coast time interval [ t, ] to maximize the final range [x(g)] while satisfying certain

boundary conditions for given final time [g]. ‘

ln fact, several versions of the·problem with differing end·conditions, are con-

sidered. ln all formulations the following (common) requirements are imposed:

initial point final point

x(0) = 0 y(g) — free

h(0) = h, ( specified ) h(g) = hf( specified )

E(0) = EO ( specified ) E(g) 2 Ef( specified inequality) (2.12)

Note that since the final altitude is specified, the inequality on the final energy

implies a lower bound on final velocity.

The basic problem (pl) is to maximize the final range with the common bound-

ary conditions (above) and
C

y(0) = 0 ( specified ) and g- specified. (2.13)

We may view the values of Qand gas parameters and thus problem pl leads to

a two-parameter family. Of particular interest are those members where gis left

open ( i.e. unspecified ). This one·parameter family of problems is denoted p2.
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Finally, we shall investigate a modified problem, wherein the initial path—angle

is open and the final time specified

y(0)— open and y- specified. (2.14)

This two·parameter family of problems is denoted p3.

ln chapter 5, while computing the feedback gains for the neighboring optimal

guidance scheme, we consider a related optimal problem; a new, slightly different

from problem pl, that provides the same control time-history as the basic prob-

lem. The objective in this new problem is to maximize the final energy for a

specified range, the same maximum range that was found in the basic problem,

while the other requirements remain same as above (problem pl).
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Chapter 3: Optimal Trajectory

This chapter contains a study of optimal trajectories for midcourse guidance of

an air-to-air missile that was introduced in the previous chapter. First, the ex- .

istence of optimal solutions is discussed and necessary conditions based on

Pontryagin's Minimum Principle [l8] are derived. Next, a comprehensive study

of the time-range·energy optimal problem is done.

3.1 Necessary Conditions

As indicated above our approach is to apply the Minimum Principle. Accord-

ingly the variational-l-lamiltonian is defined, the adjoint equations are derived,

minimization of the l-lamiltonian takes place and extremal solutions are obtained.

lt should be noted that the Minimum Principle is a statement of necessary con-

ditions for optimality that allow one to narrow down the set of controls which

may be optimal. A control satisfying the necessary conditions is called an ex-
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_ tremal control; it is a candidate for optimality. Thus, an optimal control must

be extremal, but an extremal control is not necessarily an optimal one.

Once the set of all extremal controls has been deduced there are, at least, two

ways to proceed. lf a sufticiency theorem is available, one could attempt to verify

that some of the extremal candidates are optimal (perhaps only locally). Alter-

natively, if the set of candidates is small, it is tempting to evaluate the perform-

ance along each, and then simply to compare the results. For this approach to

be rigorous one must also know that an optimal solution exists.

The approach taken here is the latter one. Since the extremal solutions are

unique (at least we are only able to find one), this must be the optimal solution,

provided such solution exists. To establish existence the following theorem is

used:

Consider the following nonlinear process

X=f(x, U, i) 6.1)

in a time interval [t,, 9] with the initial conditions X(t,) = X, , a target set

X(9) 6 (9, a control constraint set U(t) 6 Q and the cost for each U(t) 6 Q is

C(U). Assume that there exists a uniform boundfor all responses X(t) to controllers

U(t) 6 Q and that the velocity set

V(X, t) = {f(X, U, t)I U 6 Q(X, t)} (3.2)

is convex for each fixed (X,t).

Then there exists an optimal controller U
‘
(t) on [t,, 9] in Q minimizing C(U).
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This existence theorem is actually an adaptation of the existence theorem in Lee

and Markus ([63], theorem 4, chapter 4, pp. 259-262) The key issue in this theo-

rem is the convexity of the velocity set (also called the hodograph space [64-65]).

Although, for most problems the proof of existence of an optimal control is dif-

ficult, it can be shown for the problem in our study by applying the hodograph

space technique (see for example Marec [64] or Vinh [65]) that helps to verify

convexity. The hodograph space is usually used in conjunction with the Mini-

mum Principle to find optimal solutions or at least to find if optimal solution ex-

ists.

With this background we are able to establish the velocity set for the problem in

study and to verify convexity. First, the state X and time t are fixed, then, the

control domain Q(X, r) is transformed to the velocity set. Doing so one gets the

maneuverability domain which is the instantaneously useable domain in the

hodograph space. While constructing this hodograph space one might observe

that the control appears only in the equations for E and 7 (see equations (2.1) -

(2.9)). Thus, the hodograph space for this problem consists basically of the drag

polar expressed in the E, 7 plane. To be more specific E is an affine function of

the drag ( E = a + b D(n) where a and b are constants) and 7 is an affine function

of the lift. It is clear that such a domain is not convex, hence, according to the

existence theorem, optimal solutions may not exist. However, one may overcome

this difficulty by relaxing the controls [63-65], which means allowing chattering

controls. This is the same as adding points to the maneuverability domain to ob-

tain the convex hull (the smallest convex domain that contains the original do-
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main). Chattering controls are high consumers of energy, hence, such controls

are not in the interest of this study and consequently avoided. The occurrence

of chattering controls and their relation to the energy co·state will be discussed

later in this section.

Now we present a short discussion on the way of including the coast parameter

t, in our optimal problem setting. The coast parameter can be included in several

different ways. In one approach t, can be treated as a state-variable by formally

augmenting a trivial differential equation, i, = 0. The right-hand side of the sys-

tem (equations (2.3) through (2.6)) depends on the ’state’ t, through the thrust

and the weight (i.e. T(h, t, t,) and W(t, t,) ). This approach for including free-

parameters in the optimal control-setting is discussed in [18,pp. 190], for example.

„ In this case , however, the system ((2.3)·(2.6)) depends on r, in a discontinuous

way. Additionally, the admissible values for r, are restricted [ t, 2 0 ] so that some

type of constraint may be needed. For these reasons the approach used here is

simply to analyze the solutions for a range of t, values and read-off the minimizer

from this sub-family.

The general variational-Hamiltonian is defined as follows:

H(Jl,, X, U,t) = J., •_/(X, U, t) (3.3)

where J., is the co·state variable vector. The variational-I-lamiltonian for our ex-

ample is defined as follows:
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V h,
H(Ax, X, U,r) = A„V(h, E) cos 7 + AE-!/-éä [T(h, t, tc) - D(h, E, n)]

7 C

+AVh, sin n—cos ] 3.4

where

AX= [A, AE A),
A7]?.

(3.5)

Next, we present a brief derivation of the necessary conditions for the missile·

example. The co·state variables are govemed by the adjoint equations, viz:

‘
- - iiiAX- ax (3.6)

For the missile·example case we get

J1, = 0 (3.7)

- . (T- D) BVAE= - [Axcosy +ÄhSlI1 7 —¢0S7)Lä

A
3 8+ AE w öE ( ° A
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-
V

T — DA,„= — [Axcosy+A,„sin y-A’%(:1—cos y)
+AEi-%]—%%

V öT 8DAE W ( äh äh I (39)

A,= A„Vsiny-A,„Vcosy—A’-%siny (3.10)

The Minimum Principle requires that an optimal control (here the optimal load
U

factor, :1° ) must minimize the variational·Hamiltonian, which leads to:

min H(AX, X, U,t) = min [A in — AEL D(h, E, :1)] (3.11)
Ue!) Y V W

Inl s man (11,,,,,,. n,)

ln principle, one uses this condition to solve for an extremal control, n' . For the

drag·polar given in the appendix, the result is:

4.• . 8 lv P"!fl = —s1g:1(A) — I —— I (3.12)’
I

pV2Di la

Of course, one should check that the extremal control satisiies the constraints

and that the control actually minimizes the Hamiltonian function. The latter

condition can be verified by using the hodograph space which in the present ex-

ample, can be identified with the E, y plane. In this plane the the maneuverability

domain is based on the convex hull that contains the drag polar. ln the

hodograph space different values of the Hamiltonian for fixed Ay and AE are re-
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presented by straight lines. The line that minimizes the Hamiltonian and is tan-

gent to the maneuverability domain can be obtained only for a negative ÄE .

The final aspect of the Minimum Principle is the boundary conditions on the

co-states [ transversality conditions ]. While certain of these conditions will be

different for the various problems [ pl, p2 and p3 ] , a number of them are com-

mon:

= 'I

Ä,(9-) = O

E(g)= Q or AE-(y)= 0 (3.13)

The E — AE boundary condition is complicated because of the inequality nature

of the condition. ln practice one solves the problem with the specified value of

E(y) and then checks the corresponding co·state AE(y) . lf this is negative then the

solution is extremal, else one must re·solve with AE(y) = 0 (natural) boundary

condition. This will arise if the specified bound Q is less than the natural value

[i.e. E(g-) with AE(q) = 0], so the inequality end-condition is not active. Chat-

tering solutions may be obtained for equality constraint on the final energy with

a specified bound Q less than the natural value, for such a case one gets

AE(y) > 0.
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3.2 Numerical Results

The two·point boundary value problem described above is solved numerically

using the computer code BOUNDSCO [54]. The code implements a multiple-

shooting algorithm in which the independent·variable interval [0 , y] is broken

into sub·intervals. For our missile·example problem the interval knot·points were

placed at end-of-boost, beginning and end·of-sustain and several points between

them and between end·of-sustain and the final-time. The algorithm requires that

one provide initial estimates for all dependent variables [ states and co-states ] at

the left end of each sub-interval. These are then iteratively adjusted so that the

specified end·conditions are met at zero and at y and so that dependent variables

are continuous at the knot·points. ln our missile-example application it was dif-

ficult to obtain estimates for the variables that were within the ’domain of at-

traction’ for the algorithm. In fact, solutions obtained for a reduced·order model

(presented later in 4.2), where induced·drag is approximated with a constant load

factor, were used as an initial estimates for the point·mass model.

A set of results for this problem without a coasting phase (t, = 0) is presented in

Figures l through 5. Shown in Figures I and 2 are graphs of an extremal tra-

jectory for the basic problem pl with the following boundary conditions:

z}= 150 sec., h, = 20 Kft., E, = 52.8 Kß., y, = 0, h,= 20 Kfr. and £}= 140 Kji.

These produce an initial and final speed of 1450ft/sec. and 2767ft/sec., respec-

tively. Note from Figure 1 that the extremal trajectory exhibits a fair amount of

lofting; the peak altitude is over 100 Kft. As shown in Fig. le the load factor is
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initially quite large but exhibits a rapid decrease after the end of the sustain phase

( ~10sec. ). For much of the trajectory the flight is nearly ballistic. There is an

interesting transient near the end of the flight; at 9 the co-state J., must vanish

(transversality) and so one has n'(9) equal zero. For this case the final condition

on energy is binding, that is, one finds that E(9) = 140 Kji( = Q).

These calculations were repeated for a range of values of the final time parame-

ter, 9 and the final energy Q. The representative results for this two·parameter

family are shown in Figure 3.

Also of interest is the problem (p2) with final time open. This is actually a one-

parameter family with parameter Q . Note that for a given Qthe solution to this

problem (p2) will be the peak of the curve generated by 9·family of problem pl.

Displayed in Figure 4 are the results for a range of values of Q.

As noted, one of the more interesting features of the extremal trajectories is the

amount of lofting and the attendant early, rapid change in path angle (cf Fig. lc).

At the beginning of this study we thought that this feature might lead to an

idealization suitable for the closed·loop synthesis (see also chapter 3). Shown in

Figure 5 are results of the problem with free initial path-angle (p3) for a range

of 9values with E(9) open. From a comparison of the range obtained in pl and

p3 one may notice that, a greater range might be obtained with a pre·maneuver

made by the launching aircraft, even if the pre·maneuvering time is taken into

account, this aspect has not been investigated further.

Shown in Figures 6 and 7 are graphs of an extremal trajectory for the basic

problem, with a coasting phase. The coasting time and the following data are
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used there: t, = 15 sec., 9= 150 sec. ., h, = 20 K}?. , E, = 52.8 Kft. , y, = 0 ,

hf= 20 K}?. and E,= 125 Kft . These produce an initial and final speed of

1450j?/sec. and 2600ft/sec., respectively.

Fig. 8 presents results with a range of coast-times for several specified final times

(100, 150 and 200 sec.). lt is clear that, at least for the range considered, the

inclusion of a coast·arc reduces the range. Moreover, it appears that 'negative’

coast-times may be of interest, provided one can make sense of the idea.

lt is clear from Fig. 6d that the energy achieves a maximum·value at the end of

the sustain phase. ln general, one expects that for reasonable values of the sustain

thrust level the energy would be increasing on the sustain arc, but, depending on

the length of the coast·arc, the peak energy at the end·of·sustain may be only a

local maximum. These observations lead one to speculate that a coast-arc might

be necessary if the specified final energy was sufliciently high. The question is

whether this feature arises for ’reasonable’ values of the parameters E}and 9 .

Shown in Fig. 9 are results of a study of maximum·range against specified final

energy for several values of t, . ln all these results 9= 150 sec. For these param-

eter values the best performance is achieved with zero coast. From these results

it is clear that, an inclusion of a coasting phase produces smaller maximum-range,

which is in contradiction with the results obtained in Ref. [14]. To clarify these

differences a study of the maximum·range problem, with the energy model (used

in [14]) was done. In this case it was found that an inclusion of a coasting phase

generates greater maximum-range, which is in agreement with the results in [14].

It is obvious from these results that the use of the energy model in missile flight
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performance optimization gives bad approximation that might produce mislead·

ing results (see also chapter 4).

These results and a comparison between energy histories for two cases where

t, = 0 and t, > 0 motivated a study of the case where the sustain phase is per-

turbed. Shown in Fig. 10c are graphs of energy histories, two of them present the

cases described previously. Note that for the case with the coast- arc, the energy

decreases very sharply and a ’big gap’ is developed between the two energy

graphs during the coast phase. Observing these results one expects that ’filling the

gap’ might improve the maximum·range performance. A study was done of se-

veral cases where the sustain phase is changed. In all of these cases the total

impulse is kept constant, while the sustain thrust and duration are perturbed by

A7] and At, respectively. Cases where A7] gets positive and negative values (while

At, gets values with the opposite sign) were studied. In each case studied the

thrust in the sustain phase was kept constant in time. Figures 10 present an ex-

ample from this study and compare the following three cases:

· the nominal boost·sustain propulsion ( t, = 0 ) ;

· boost·coast-sustain propulsion ( t, = 5 sec. );

- boost-sustain propulsion ( t, = 0 ) with a sustain phase At, = Ssec. longer.
l

Note that in the last case the sustain phase ends in the same time as in the

coasting ( second, t, = 5 ) case. These two cases represent an ’equivalent’ thrust—

time distribution. ln Fig. I0b and 10c the range and altitude vs. time are pre-

sented. These results show that, lowering the sustain thrust level instead of

including a coast phase, produces larger maximum·range. An explanation to this
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might be found in Figures 10a and 10c. One can notice that at the end-of-sustain

phase, the non- coasting missile performs better than the coasting one, it has

higher altitude and greater energy. lt was also found, in other examples (not

shown here), that, an increase of the sustain thrust (accompanied by a decrease

of the duration in a way that keeps the total impulse constant), reduces the range.
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Chapter 4: Reduced Order Models

Since the beginning of optimal flight and in particular trajectory optimization,

there has been great interest in approximations featuring simpliüed vehicle mod-

els. Reduced·order modelling is very attractive to the analyst in solving optimal

control problems. It is motivated by the considerable difliculties encountered in

computing optimal trajectories with the detailed system model and also by possi-

ble use in the synthesis of near-optimal closed-loop control laws. As mentioned

earlier, an application of the Minimum Principle leads to a TPBVP involving se-

veral unknown dependent variables. A reduction in system order simplifies the

numerical computations; it also reduce: the number of unknown parameters that
U

have to be guessed while employing iterative methods.

Such a reduction in system order may be obtained via the singular perturbation

method [19], a technique that employs a time·scale separation of the state vari-

ables into fast and slow state variables. The singular perturbation method is ap-

plied in two out of three of the reduced·order approximations studied in this
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chapter, while in the third an approximation of the induced-drag is used. A brief

introduction to the singular perturbation approach is presented in section 4.l.

One of the interesting features of the extremal trajectories, shown in the previous

chapter, is the amount of lofting and the attendant early, rapid change in path

angle. The idea that this feature might lead to an idealization suitable for the

closed·loop synthesis motivated the study (presented in 4.2) of a singularly per-

turbed model with y as fast variable. Breakwell employed a similar approach in

several studies of minimum·time airplane climb problems [27-28].

Another interesting property of the extremal trajectories is that after an initial

high·g pullup and a rapid change in path·angle, the trajectories are almost

ballistic. This behavior motivated the investigation of a point-mass model with

an approximation of the induced-drag (presented in section 4.3). This study is

similar to the study of the minimum·time airplane climbs, presented in Refs. [27]

and [28], but with some modifications.

The earliest and most well·known approximation in flight optimization is that

of the energy·state. The energy model began as an ad hoc approximation [44-46]

and found a theoretical basis in singular perturbation theory by Kelley in [20-26].

Energy-state has played an important role in the development of singular per-

turbation theory applied to optimal control problems. The energy·model is .

studied in section 4.4.

With this background, it is the objective of this chapter to investigate the best-

range guidance using reduced-order models. A study of best·range guidance

problem employing the following reduced-order models is presented:
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· Singular perturbation with y as fast variable.

- Point mass model with an approximation of the induced-drag;

· Energy model - y and h as fast variables.

Extremal trajectories are computed for these reduced-order models, and com-

pared to the ’exact’ (point-mass model) trajectory.

4.1 An introduction to the singular perturbation theory

ln this section we present a brief introduction to the singular perturbation the-

ory. Most of the material in this introduction is based on the following Refer- -

ences: Kelley [26], Ardema [30] and Visser [41].

As indicated before, application of the necessary conditions leads to the TPBVP

that in many applications is of great complexity. A reduction of system order

simplilies the computations. Such reduction can be obtained by employing the

singular perturbation technique. This approach takes advantage of the time·scale

separation of the state variables, by separating the dynamics into fast and slow

modes with corresponding ’inner’ and ’outer’ solutions. The solution of the

reduced-order system is modified near one or both end·points by a ’boundary-

layer’ correction, also calculated via a system of differential equations of lower

order than that of the original system.

The method of singular perturbations was originally developed [19] to be used

with initial—value problems described by ordinary differential equations and in-
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volving a small parameter 6 in such way that if the parameter becomes zero, the

order of the dynamic system is reduced.

To present some of the basic features of singular perturbation theory we consider

as an introductory example the following nonlinear initial·value problem

$1-} r) : x(¤• ¢„) = x„

¤ $1:} = 6(ma 0 ; .v(=» ¢„) = yo I

where x and y are scalar functions and 6 > 0 is a 'small’ scalar parameter. lf 6

has its actual value the system is termed ’exact’ and if 6 = 0 the system is called

’reduced’. In the terminology of singular perturbation theory x is called the slow

variable and y is called the fast variable.

lt is clear that for 6 = 0 the initial condition for y cannot be satistied. The most

obvious way to meet the boundary condition on y is to allow a discontinuity at

t = t, . From optimal control theory it is known that control variables can be

discontinuous. The occurrence of jumps in the fast state variables may suggest

that fast states can play the role of controls in the reduced system.

The loss in boundary condition can be accounted for by boundary layer sol-

utions. In the boundary layers stretched time-scales are used, allowing the fast

variable to change rapidly, while the slow variable is ’frozen’. The boundary layer

solutions are good representations of the exact solutions near the end·points, _

while the reduced solution is a good representation of the exact solution far away

from the end-points.
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To obtain solutions of a singularly perturbed optimal control problem a proce-

dure called Matched Asymptotic Expansion (MAE) is employed. ln this method,

separate solutions are obtained for inner and outer regions by using asymptotic

expansion techniques. These solutions are matched in an overlap region of com-

mon validity. The most common asymptotic expansion is to expand all the vari-

ables in asymptotic power series in s. Expansion of the state variables for the

inner and outer layers in our introductory example can be described as follows:

x°(z:, t) = x§(t) + r.x{’(t) + s2x§(t) + s3x§(t)+y"(=,

0 =y6’(¢) + ¤.vi’(r) + ¤°y§(¢) + S31)?(0 +

1)y‘<».

=> =y:;<«> + aim + ·=*yi<«> + =’y§<=>

+herethe superscripts ° and
‘
represent the outer and inner solutions respectively,

1 is the stretched time in the boundary layer and the subscripts „_,____ stand for the

order of the solution. In this work only the zero-th order solutions is used.

4.2 Singular perturbation with path·angle as a fast variable

As indicated earlier, the extremal trajectories exhibit a fair amount of lofting and

a rapid change in path-angle at the initial phase of flight. The idea that it might
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lead to an idealization suitable for the closed·loop synthesis motivated the study

presented in this section.

4.2.1 System model

For a vehicle modelled with 7 as a fast variable the singular perturbation

vertical-plane model may be described by:

ai = V cos 7 (4.1)

E= i'- (r- 0) (4.2)W

h = Vsin 7 (4.3)

. 867 =7 (n — cos 7) (4.4)

Range as a performance index, the system equations (4.1)-(4.4) and the bound·

ary conditions of problem pl (see equation (2.12)) define a singularly perturbed

optimal problem. In this problem 7 is the fast variable and x, E and h are the the

slow variables.
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4.2.2 Necessary Conditions

A brief derivation of the necessary conditions, for the missile·example, is pre-

sented next. Our approach is to apply Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle.
A

The variational~l·lamiltonian is defined as before:

V(h. E)
X1 Ust) E) cos tv Ev ,0]

+ Äh V(h, E) sin Y + Ä, [fl — COS Y] (4.5)

the adjoint equations are expressed as follows:
”

A, = o (4.6)

- . g (T — D) 6 VAE= —cosy)V

8D
+ AE W ÖE

(4.7)

- . s (T — D) 6 VAh= —cosy)V

öT öD'ÄE W ( äh " äh ) (43)

sA,= A„Vsiny—A,,Vcosy—A,%siny (4.9)
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The way one can get the adjoint equations is presented in [41] (and in many other

publications).

Minimization of the variational-Hamiltonian, leads to:

min H (lx, X, U,t) = min [Ä. in — AE LD(h E n)] (4.10)
um '

V W
’ ’

Inl s man (nw, „,_) _

The final aspect of the Minimum Principle is the boundary conditions on the

co·states. The transversality conditions for the slow variables are same as pre-

sented earlier (see chapter 3 equation (3.13)) which means ).,(g) = -1 and

E(y) = E}or }.£(g) = 0.

4.2.3 The outer solution

The reduced·order solution for the drag·po1ar given in the appendix is obtained

by setting 6 = 0 in (4.4) and in (4.9). Doing so one gets three algebraic equations,

(4.4), (4.5) and (4.10), that have the following outer solution:

n° = cos y° (4.11)

0 -1 lg
Y (4.12)

11 + g

Ä: = —l - (4.13)
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,1; = Agp $1 „° |P" (4.14)

Here again, the super script ° represents the outer solution. Equations (4.1)

through (4.3) and equations (4.6) through (4.8) combined with the solutions

(4.11) · (4.14) and with the boundary conditions define a reduced—order TPBVP.

This problem can be solved numerically using the multiple·shooting scheme.

However, it appears that the control variable can be obtained only through an

additional iteration procedure, using iteratively equations (4.11) · (4.14), to solve

for the variables n, y and J.) for given h, E, ,1,, and AE.

4.2.4 The inner solution

The boundary layer equations are obtained by introducing a stretching trans-

formation into the state and the co·state equations. This allows the fast variables

to change rapidly while the slow variables are 'frozen' and receive the end—points

values of the outer solution. Thus, the slow variables remain constant in the

boundary layer.

For the drag·polar given in the appendix the extremal control is:

I! = -51gfl
—— .

. .0.) g gigér 00)’ p(V°)2D$° 4%
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here again, the super script
‘

represents the inner solution. Equations (4.4) and

(4.9) combined with the solutions (4.l5) and with the boundary conditions intro-

duce a reduced·order TPBVP for the boundary layer.

In the boundary layer control law, the frozen end-points conditions of the slow

variables can be replaced by the current value of the slow variables, which makes

the control law a feedback law. This feedback law is used in the numerical ex-

ample presented in 4.2.6.

4.2.5 Composite solution

In the case of problem pl the initial path-angle is specified, but, the initial

path-angle obtained as a solution of the outer layer cannot be the same, hence,

an initial boundary layer exists and is found as a solution of TPBVP with y

specified on both end·points. lt can be also shown that a final boundary layer

exists. This observation is based on the following facts:

- the path-angle at the final time is free, which means A,(g) = 0;

· A,(t)#=0, for the outer solution.

The final boundary layer is a TPBVP with Ay specified on both end-points. To

construct a composite solution the variables y and Ay, in the inner and outer lay-

ers at both end-points must be matched.
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4.2.6 Numerical results .

The combined inner·outer solutions to the problem are obtained numerically

through two iteration processes. The first process solves at each integration step

for rz", A; and y° from equations (4.l l)-(4.14). The second solves the matched in-

ner outer problem which also is a TPBVP.This is done using the multiple-

shooting computational approach [54], and employing the boundary layer

extremal control law, based on the current value of the slow variables. As a result

of these two computational processes it is very difficult to obtain numerical sol-

utions with this scheme, although, this singular-perturbation problem has less

states.

As a result of these difficulties and since the final boundary layer does not affect

the outer solution and hence the initial boundary layer, only the initial boundary

layer is calculated and matched to the outer solution in our numerical example.

Results for problem pl computed with this reduced-order model, are shown and

compared to other models (including the point·mass model), in Figures ll. It can

be observed in Figures llb and llc that, in the initial boundary layer this model

performs quite well. The resulting path·angle and load·factor are close to those

of the point-mass model. However, the outer solution is not so good. lt is clear

from these results that this model is not good enough to be used as an approxi·

mation of the exact optimal trajectory.
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4.3 Point·mass model with an approximation of the induced-drag

After an initial high·g pullup and a rapid change in path·ang1e the extremal

trajectories are almost ballistic. This behavior motivated the study of the point-

mass model where the induced-drag is modelled with a constant load factor. In

this approximation the constant load factor might get different values, varying

from zero to the load factor limits.

4.3.1 System equations

For a missile modelled as a point·mass with an approximation of the induced-

drag using a constant load factor (rz,) , the system equations may be described by:

i“= Vcos y (4.15)

E-lf-[1*-12 ·-·D—(hEn)] (416)" W 0 1 9 9 c '

li= Vsiny - (4.17)

. 8y=7(n—cosy) (4.18)

In these equations the functional dependence of the induced drag is changed by

using a constant parameter rz, instead the control variable n, while the functional

dependence of D, , T, V and W remains the same as before. ‘
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The system equations, the boundary conditions of problem pl and range

maximization as a performance index introduce a new optimal control problem.

4.3.2 Necessary Conditions

The variationa1·Hamiltonian is defined as before:

V(/A E)
H(Ä·Xv X: Ust) = lx!/(ho E) cos Y + ' tv tc) " Ev n;)]

. 8
+ A,,V(h, E) sm y + A, VU}, E)

[rz cos y] (4.19)

The co·state variables are govemed by the following equations:

Ax = 0 (4.20)

. _ T - D VAE= — [lxcosy +ÄhSlI1 y—A,—5?(n —cos y) +AE$—]—g—E-

LEE. 4 2;+ AE W ÖE ( - )

. T - D
U

A,„= — [A„cosy+A,„siny -A,-é;·(n —cosy) +AEL-%—]·‘?;'—

.. Ä. E7.; - .@. 4 22AE W ( äh äh ) ( ° )
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Ä.y= }.„Vsiny—}.l,Vcosy—}.,7€,—siny (4.23)

Minimization of the variational-Hamiltonian, leads to:

. . 8X, U,t) = mm [,1,
7

rz] (4.24)
lnl S min (rnma, nl)

4.3.3 The singular and non·singular sub-arcs solutions

Since the control variable (n) appears linearly in (4.24) and n is bounded, the

extremal control solution can be obtained as follows:

lf J., E 0 then —· min(nm„, nl) < n < min(n„,„, nl) (4.25)

lf }.,$0 then n = — min(n„,„, nl_) sign (1,) (4.26)

lt appears here that 1, is a switching function, if it crosses zero at a certain time

then the control jumps from one bound to the other and this time point is called

switching point. In the case where J., = 0 over a finite interval of time the control

gets an intermediate value that lies between its bounds and is called a singular

control. The part of the trajectory with the singular control is termed singular

arc and the problem of determining the singular control is called singular control

problem (for more details on this problem see Bell and Jacobson [58]).
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An extremal control trajectory in the nonsingular region may be obtained by in-

tegrating the system equations (4.15) - (4.18) and using the control law (4.26).

The singular arc must satisfy (4.25) on a finite interval of time, which means that

all the time derivatives of Ä, must be zero

Ä., E Ä., E E 0 (4.27)

To determine the singular control one has to differentiate the switching function

(here Ä,) with respect to time until the control appears explicitly with a coefficient

which is not identical zero [57-58]. If 2q time derivatives are required, then the

order of the singular arc is q, it can be shown that the singular control first ap-

pears only on even derivatives.
Ä

The singular control is found in this singular problem as follows. First, we sub-

stitute Ä., = Ä, = O and Ä, = — 1 into (4.23) and solve for y.

y = tan"( — Äh) (4.28)

Next, we substitute Ä, = Ä, = 0 and the solution of y from (4.28) into expression

from the second time derivative of Ä,. The singular control appears explicitly in _

this second derivative hence, the order of singularity is one . The extremal con-

trol law for the singularsub-arc is given by the following expression:

-L = ..1 ...<T·D> L gL-.@1>”‘ g °°‘ VU wsv HE W )ah HE W ( an äh Ü

+ cos y (4.29)
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provided the value of rz is between its boundaries.

Kelley in [55-57] introduced new necessary condition for singular optimal con-

trol. This is the generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition known also as Kelley-

Contensou test [56]. Kelley-Contensou test was applied to the optimal solution

obtained above and was found to satisfy the strengthened necessary condition

2 2
—5‘?;[§;-(%:-)]=%>0 (4.30)

provided cosy >0, a condition that is satisfied by the definition of the path-

angle.The
joining of singular and non-singular arcs generally involves a jump in the

singular control variables. This jump produces a broken extremal or a comer,

in which Erdmann corner condition [18,59,60] must be satisfied. This condition

requires that all the co-state variables be continuous at an junction point. Addi-

tionally, the McDanell-Powers junction conditions [61] apply at the junction of

singular and non-singular arcs. One can prove, with the use of theorem 3 in [61],

that the optimal control in our problem is discontinuous at the junction point.

As already indicated, the degree of singularity in this problem is one . lt can be

also shown that, in the neighborhood of the junction, on the non-singular sub-arc,

the following exists

ää- [ äl- ]:e0 (4.31)
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Both, singularity degree and (4.31) are essential elements to prove existence of

discontinuity at the junction point.

The system equations (4.16) - (4.19), co·state equations (4.20) - (4.22) combined

with the solutions (4.25) · (4.26) and (4.28) - (4.29) and with the boundary con-

ditions of the basic problem form a new TPBVP. In this new problem the sin-

gular and non-singular sub-arcs are joined.

4.3.4 Numerical results

The problem is solved numerically for several values of rz, , using the multiple-

shooting method. Singular arc solutions are obtained easily, in fact, these sol-

utions were used as initial guesses to find the first optimal trajectories with the

point·mass model.

Results for this reduced-order model are shown and compared to other models

in Figures ll. The following features are noticed in Fig. 11c: first, the load·factor

receives at the beginning the aerodynamic limit value n,_ and after a short period

of time it reaches to the structural limit ram; next, it jumps to a singular arc and

remains on it until the final time; on the singular arc additional jumps occur due

to the jumps in thrust at the end-of-boost and at the end-of-sustain, these jumps

can be explained with the help of equation (4.30). lt can be also observed in

Figure lle that there is no jump near the end-point which means that a nonsin-

gular arc was not found near the end-point. This can be explained with the fact
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that the path-angle is free at g or equivalently l„(y) = 0, which is the same value

of A, on the singular arc.

4.4 Energy model

The earliest and most well·known approximation in flight optimization is that

of the energy-state. This model has been appreciated since Kaiser’s work [44],

and found a theoretical basis in singular perturbation theory. In this model

y and h are the fast variable while x and E are the the slow variables.

The vertical·plane energy model can be described by:

ak = Vcos y (4.32)

E=l-(T—D) (433)
·

sh = Vsin y (4.34)

. 8ey =7 (n -— cos y) (4.35)

Range as a performance index, the dynamics equations (4.32)·(4.35) and the

boundary conditions of problem pl define a singularly perturbed optimal prob-

lem.
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4.4.2 Necessary Conditions ,

A brief derivation of the necessary conditions, for the missile·example, is pre-

sented next. The variational-I-lamiltonian was defined earlier in (4.5). The co-

states must satisfy the following adjoint equations:

A, = 0 (4.36)

- . g (T — D) 6 VAE= - [Axcosy+A,„sm y- A),?(n —cos y) + AE———”;—]E

V öD+ AE W ÖE (4.37)

-
‘

. g (T — D) 6 V6A,, = —[Axcosy+A„s1ny-A,—‘;—(n—cosy)+AE]—5Z—

V 6T öD*4 W< äh äh A "‘·”)

6A, = AxVsin y — A,,Vcos y - A, %sin y (4.39)

4.4.3 The outer solution „

The reduced·order solution obtained by setting 6 = 0 in (4.34), (4.35), (4.38) and

(4.39). After doing so the following outer solution is obtained:
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)»‘*
= 0 °

(4.40)

„° = 1 (4.41)

AZ = -1 w (4.42)

1;*,
-

0 (4.43)

(1/**)* ap0 _ 0 01, - 1E gw ( an ) (4.44)

Equations (4.32) through (4.33) and equations (4.36) through (4.37) combined

with the solutions (4.40) - (4.44) and with the boundary conditions introduce a

reduced-order TPBVP.

4.4.4 The inner solution

The boundary layer equations are obtained by introducing a stretching trans-

formation into the state and the co-state equations. doing so indicates that the

slow variables stay constant in the boundary layer. For the drag·polar given in

the appendix the optimal control is:
I

g Ä: %ni= —sign(2i) ————— I L I
P.-

(4.45)’ p(V‘*)*z>:* 4%
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Equations (4.34) ,(4.35), (4.38) and (4.39) combined with the solution (4.45) and

with the boundary conditions introduce a reduced·order TPBVP for the bound-

ary layer.

4.4.5 Numerical results

Solutions to the outer problem may be obtained numerically through two iter-

ation processes. The first one takes place at each integration step, h° is solved to

minimize the variational-Hamiltonian. The second solves the TPBVP using the

multiple-shooting computational approach. Actually, it is much easier to ex-

change the multiple·shooting scheme with forward integration of the state·Euler

equations, using the initial value of ).E(0) as a parameter; as a result, a family of

extremals is obtained and a path that satisfies the energy requirement is found.

Results for this model are shown and compared, to other models in Figures ll.

lt appears that the specified final energy in the missile-example, that was met by

all three other models, cannot be met by any extremal obtained with the energy

model. In this model the natural value of the final energy is much higher then

the ’exact’ one. Thus, in the energy model trajectory in the example shown in

Figures ll the inequality end-condition is active ( ZE = O ). The following four

jumps are observed in Fig. lla:

· Jump to the minimum altitude at t= 0;

· Jump at the end·of-boost;

· Jump at the end·of·sustain;
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- Jump to the specified final altitude at Q.

Although, boundary layer treatment for this jumps will smooth the trajectory, it

is clear that such a trajectory is a bad approximation to the exact one. It is far

away from being optimal and from engineering considerations it is unacceptable.

These results lead to the conclusion that the energy model cannot be used to ap-

proximate optimal trajectories for the missile-example.

4.4 Comparison of the models

Using same boundary conditions, the following models are compared:

- Point mass (’exact’);

- Singular perturbation with y as fast variable;

- Point mass model with approximation of the induced-drag;

- Energy model.

Some time histories of several variables are compared in Figures ll: Figure. lla

presents the altitude, shown in Fig. llb the path-angle and in Fig. llc the opti-

mal control is presented. From these results it is obvious that the energy model

is a bad approximation. lt is also clear that the other reduced-order models aren’t
F

good enough to approximate optimal trajectories for the boost-coast·sustain mis-

sile. Hence, optimal trajectories computed by using the point-mass model, are

selected as the reference trajectories ( nominal ) for theclosed-loop guidance

scheme derived in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Neighboring Optimal Trajectories

5.1 Fixed Final Time

ln the previous chapters optimal open·loop solutions to the midcourse-

guidance·problem based on four different models, have been obtained. ln this

chapter near·optimal trajectories, based on extremals computed using the point-

mass model, are studied. We choose an optimal trajectory as a nominal reference

trajectory and consider perturbations from it produced by small perturbations in

the initial states öX(t,) and final conditions öX(q) for a fixed final time. Kelley in

[47] showed that the perturbed and the adjoint systems together form a linear,

time-varying system and that the optimal problem of minimizing a performance

index "J is now abandoned in favor of minimizing the second-order approximation

to J".
l

The optimal control problem to be considered is based on linear, time-varying

ordinary differential equations with a quadratic performance index. This prob-
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lem is well known in the optimal control theory literature (see for example [62] _

or [66]) and belongs to an important class of optimal control known as Linear

Quadratic (LQ) optimal control problems. lt can be shown that for the LQ class

of problems the optimal control law is a continuous linear time·varying function

of the system states. The problem can be solved by using the Riccati differential

equation, provided that the second partial derivative of the l-lamiltonian ( HU,) )

is nonsingular for [t,, q] and that the Jacobi conjugate points condition is satisfied

(for more details see [47]). The optimal control law one gets as a solution is a

continuous linear feedback-type law and may be expressed as follows:

öU(t) = UX(t)öX(t) + UX,(t)öX(y) (5.l)

where öU is the optimal control vector function for the perturbed system,

UX and UX, are time·dependent functions known as the feedback gains. The

near·optimal control law may be constructed in the following manner:

U(r) = U„,(z) + öU(r) (5.2)

here U is the near·optimal control vector function and U,,, is the reference control

vector function.

5.2 Perturbed Final Time

In the previous section the fixed final time problem is presented and a

feedback-type midcourse guidance neighboring the optimal trajectory is dis-
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cussed. In this section the validity of the scheme is extended by incorporating

also perturbations on the final time. We consider here the case where the final

time is changed to a new specified time 9„ , where

9,, = 9+ 69 (5.3)

here 9 is the nominal final time and 69 is the known change in time.

A first order approximation for the terminal errors at 9,, is given by:

6X(9„) = 6X(9) +J(X(9)- U(9)- 9) 69 (5-4)

solving for öX(9) one gets
”

6X(9) = 6X(9„) —f(X(9)- U(9)- 9) 69 (5-5)

next, substituting ÖX(Q) into the right hand side of the equation of öU we get

6U(r) = Ux(r)6X(r) + Ux)(¢)[öX(9„) —/(X(9)„ U(9)- 9) 69] (5-6)

Now, one can compute the new feedback commands based on the given quantil

ties ÖX(§,,), 69 and on f that is computed at 9 on the nominal trajectory. This

procedure is the same as the previous one (the fixed final time scheme), but with

modified final conditions. ln the next sections, these schemes are implemented

and tested on our midcourse·missile-guidance example.
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5.3 Midcourse Guidance Law with Fixed Final Time

ln the missile·guidance example the optimal law can be described by the follow-

ing feedback guidance law:

n(t) = n„f(t) + ön(t) (5.7)

where ön(t) is defined by:

ön(r) = N„(r)öx(r) + N,,(z) öh(t) + N,(r)öy(r) + NE(r)öE(r)

+ N,,,(r)öh(rf) + NEf(r)öE(g) (5.8)

However, in optimal-guidance problem where the terminal range and altitude

are specified it is more convenient to consider an ’equiva1ent’ optimal control

problem where the objective is to find a control function n( • ) that maximizes the

final energy E(y) for a specified final range. The specified range for this new

problem is the maximum range value that was found in the basic problem. The

other boundary conditions remain the same. This new problem is equivalent to

the basic one in the sense that it satisfies the same necessary conditions, provides

the same control time-history and gives the same final energy. In this case the

feedback part of' the guidance law is:

ön(r) = N,(r) 6x(:) + N,,(z)öh(r) + .N,(r)öy(r) + NE(r)öE(r)

+ N,/(r)6x(zf) + N,„](r)öh(rf) (5.9)
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There are several ways to calculate the feedback gains. In our approach we

compute these gains by taking the partials of the control variable rz with respect

to the state variables and the final conditions with the time held constant. This

is done by perturbing the state variables and the final conditions with positive

and negative perturbations, re-solving numerically the TPBVP and using the

central difference formula. The main reason for employing this computational

method is that it uses the same numerical set up which was developed earlier to

find optimal trajectories.

The six gains along the reference trajectory are shown as functions of time in

Figure I2. Some observations concerning the behavior of those gains are notable.

First, one can notice that the gains N, and N,, are identical, this is due to the fact

that x is ignorable state. A state variable that does not appear on the right hand

side of the dynamics equations and consequently does not appear in the

Hamiltonian is termed an ignorable state. The state x does not appear on the

right hand side of the dynamics equations, hence, one can translate any trajectory

in the x direction without causing any change in the other state variables which

means that x can be ignored. Next, it can be also noticed that N,, has almost the

same values with opposite signs as N,,, . These gains are calculated using two

different trajectories: a trajectory that starts at a perturbed initial altitude and

ends at a nominal final altitude and a trajectory that starts at a nominal initial

altitude and ends at a final perturbed altitude. For equal values (with opposite

signs) of the initial and final perturbations, one may expect to get only small dif-

ference between the corresponding optimal controls and hence, to obtain almost
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same gains values (with opposite signs). Finally, it can be observed that the gains

are very large near the final time. Such behavior might cause difficulty when ap-

proaching the final time. This sensitivity of neighboring-optimal·guidance

schemes close to the final time has been noted in the literature (see Refs. [49-53]).

However, it is assumed here that a terminal guidance law, such as proportional

navigation or more advanced guidance scheme, is employed to accomplish the

end game.

5.4 Midcourse Guidance Law with Perturbed Final Time

In the previous section a fixed final time midcourse guidance law is presented.

In this section the validity of the guidance scheme is extended by incorporating

perturbations on the final time. We consider here the case where the final time,

is changed to a new specified Q, and with new specified perturbations on the final

range and altitude ( öx(g„) and öh(t,„) ).

In this case the feedback part of' the guidance law is:

ön(t) = N„(t) öx(r) + N,,(t)öh(t) + N,(t)öy(t) + NE(t)öE(r)

+ Nxj(t)[öx(g„) - V(tf) cos y(tf)ötf] + Nh/(t)[öh(tf„) — V(g) sin y(y)öy] (5.10)
-

This guidance law is the same as the previous one ( the fixed final time law), but

with modified final conditions. The various terms in (5.10) may be evaluated in

several ways. In our simulations the computations are done as follows. The
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nominal trajectory and the corresponding gains, indexed in terms of current time,

are stored. The current states are measured and compared to the nominal states

to find out the differences (perturbations), while the perturbations of the final

states and of the final time come from some estimate of the new intercept point.

5.5 Simulation

The guidance scheme is tested in digital simulation runs by comparing trajecto-

ries generated by using the feedback law to optimal·control solutions. The

optimal·control and reference trajectories are found by solving numerically the

two·point boundary value problem using the computer code BOUNDSCO. A set

of results for the best·range guidance problem was presented in chapter 3.

Graphs of an extremal trajectory for the basic problem (pl) are shown in Figures

1 and 2. This path is selected as a nominal reference trajectory for the feedback

scheme. The nominal reference trajectory has the following boundary conditions:

y= 150 sec., h, = 20 Kfz., E, = 52.8 Kfz., yo = O, xf= 438 Kfz. and hf= 20 Kfz.

Note that x, appears here instead of E.}; the final range has been specified while

the final energy is free (to be maximized).

Several examples, in which the guidance scheme is tested in digital simulation

runs, are shown in Figures 13 through 17. In all of these examples the perturba-

tions used are much larger than those used for the computation of of the feedback

gains. ln all of these Figures three paths are presented. These are the open·loop

state·Eu1er, the reference and the feedback law trajectories. The reference and
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feedback trajectories are shown up to a point where the feedback commands be-

come large (load factor higher than 2g).
A

Figure 13 presents graphs for a case with a perturbation on the initial range

(öx(0) = 5000ji). The case with a perturbation on the initial altitude is shown in

Figure 14 (öh(O) = 5000fr), while results with a perturbation on the initial energy

is shown in Figure 15 (öE(0) = 5000fr). The trajectory shown in Figure l6 has a

perturbation on the final altitude (öh(t,) = 5000 ft). Figure I7 is a trajectory with

perturbations on the final time and the initial range

(öq= -2 sec and öx(0) = 5000 ft). These simulation results show that the feed-

back law follows the optimal solution very closely, even for large deviations from

the states and the terminal conditions. However, it was found that when ap-

proaching the final time the commands become large. Divergence near the final

time combined with discretization, of the feedback gains, were found to be the

cause of this difficulties. As already mentioned, it appears that the class of

neighboring-optimal·guidance schemes is sensitive near the final time and one

should expect such difficulties. To accomplish the end game and overcome these

difficulties a terminal guidance law should be employed.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Best·range 0pen·loop study

The study of time·range·energy optimal trajectories for an air-to·air missile with

the point-mass model shows that there is a fair amount of lofting in these paths.

After an initial high · g pullup the trajectories are almost ballistic. An indication

that a greater range might be obtained with a pre-launch maneuver made by the

launching aircraft can be noticed from the results obtained in the study of the

optimal problem with the initial path-angle free (problem p3).

The results obtained in the case with a coast phase show that, an inclusion of a

coasting phase produces smaller maximum·range. This result is in contradiction

with the results obtained in Ref. [I4]. The reason for differences is that the en-

ergy model, which was selected in [14], is a bad approximation when used with

the class of time·range·energy optimization of air-to·air missiles featuring boost-

coast-sustain propulsion. A study of several cases where the sustain phase is
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perturbed was done. ln all of these cases the total impulse is kept constant, while

the sustain thrust and time are perturbed. The results of this study show that

lowering the sustain thrust level instead of including a coast phase, produces

larger maximum·range. lt was also found that an increase of the thrust in the

sustain phase, while maintaining the same total impulse, reduces the range.

6.2 Reduced-order models best-range open·loop study

A study of the following reduced·order models:

· Singular perturbation with y as fast variable;

- Point mass model with approximation of the induced;

- Energy model;

and a comparison to the point-mass model was done. The results show that the

energy model is a bad approximation for the application in this study; time-

range·energy optimization of air·to·air missiles featuring boost-coast·sustain pro-

pulsion. It was also found that the other reduced·order models are not good

enough to get approximations to the optimal trajectories for the boost·coast-

sustain missile. As a result, optimal trajectories computed by using the point-

Imass model, are selected as the reference trajectories for the feedback guidance

scheme.
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6.3 Near·optimal Closed-loop study

ln this study an approach to on-board real-time calculations for fixed final time

is derived. Optimal control and neighboring optimal theories are combined to
l

produce a closed·loop guidance algorithm. The validity of the guidance scheme

is then extended by incorporating also perturbations on the final time. lt was

found that the guidance law for the perturbed final time is the same as the pre-

vious one ( the fixed final time law), but with modified final conditions. The

schemes are applied to a midcourse guidance for an air-to-air missile. Although

a substantial numerical effort is required for synthesis of the feedback law, the

actual on-board execution of the guidance scheme is rather simple.

Several simulation results comparing the closed-loop guidance scheme and the

corresponding optimal trajectories are shown. lt is found that the feedback law

performs quite well, even for large deviations from the nominal states and final

conditions.

6.4 Future Work

Further study of the best-range problem and application of the on-board real-

time scheme derived earlier to three·dimensional flight is of interest. As indicated

earlier, due the high gains near the final time, instability is caused. It is clear that

such difficulty decreases the duration of the midcourse guidance phase which in

some applications might be crucial. This motivates an investigation of different
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indexing ideas that might improve the stability while approaching the final time.

A study of the midcourse guidance problem with some state constraints and lower

(active) control constraints might be of' interest. These studies are motivated by

the obscrvation that the optimal trajectories tend towards very high altitudes, and

have large path-angles and initial high load factors. In some applications these

altitudes, path-angles and load·factors may be unacceptable. ·
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Appendix: Aerodynamic and propulsive modelling '

Drag coefficient

The drag coefficient is related to the lift·coet“iicient by the drag·polar

With this form of the polar the drag·to·weight ratio may be written as

D—”7= Do + Dilnlp,

where

Do = CD„(M,h),

and
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qS ..Dr = ('D7 )l pC01(M)·

The altitude dependence in the zero~lift drag coefficient is expressed as

A h ·c„..<M„h> = c„„<M>[¤ + ¢(7 )"] + c„„<M>1m

where C, A and k are constants and CD, and CD, are specified functions of Mach

number. The CD, term accounts for a change in base pressure with the engine·off;

the multiplicative term f(T) is unity with the engine off and zero with it on. The

functions CD,, CD,, CD,, p ( air density) and a ( sonic velocity) are constructed as

cubic·spline interpolating polynomials.

Thrust

The propulsion is of boost·coast-sustain type. The thrust is modelled by giving

the value as function of time, as follows and shown in Figure A.

TD 0 5 t 5 1D,
A 0 the < r 5 r,,
Tw " { T, r,, < r 5 r,, _

0 r,, < r

TD and 7] are the boost and sustain thrust, respectively. The times r,„, t,,, t,, are

boost time, end·coast time and end-sustain time (tD, 5 t,, < t„) . If (ID, < t,,) there
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is a coast interval 1, ( where 1, = 1,, — 1,,) between the end—ot°~boost and initiation

of the sustain motor.

f T,
T

TI

M Cm ‘«ä
1,, 1,, 1,, 1

Figure A: Thrust vs. time

Weight change

When the thrust is non·zero the vehicle weight decreases at a constant ratß

W(1) = — WQ (i = b,s)

Load-factor coustraints

The parameter 11,,,,,, in the structural load·limit is constant,while the lift·

coefiicient limit is approximated by cubic·spline interpolation (i.e C, „,,,,(M) ).
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